
 
Class-VIII 

Subject: BGS 

Chapter-Thirteen (Bangladesh and Various Regional and International Associate Organizations) 

Creative question: 

1. Sumon works in an international organization which offers help and advice in solving population 

problem around the world. On the other hand, Joyeeta works in an international organization which works 

around the world for ensuring food security by abolishing hunger and malnutrition. 

a) What is the full name of UNESCO? 

b) Write the objectives of UNDP. 

c)Where is the headquarter of the mentioned Organization that Joyeeta works in the stem? Explain their 

activities. 

d) As a member of the organization that Sumon works how does it play a significant role in Bangladesh? 

Explain it. 

2. 

Partial organization 

of UN 

Established Member countries                         Head Quarter 

          a 1946 189 Paris, France 

          b 1945 187 Rome ,Italy 

          c 1948 all  Geneva, Switzerland 

          d 1946 all New York, USA 

a)How many countries arethere in the present world? 

b) Which organization does recognize the International Mother Language Day? Write its importance. 

c) Write theactivitiesof theorganization„d‟ in the third world countries mentioned in the table. 

d) Evaluate the role of the organization „a‟ for its development activities to development of Bangladesh. 

 

3.Mr. Jakir's baby was suffering from measles. He went to the doctor and told that he did not vaccinate 

him. After knowing this, the doctor told Mr. Jakir that vaccines for 6 deadly diseases are supplied free of 

cost to protect health. Science he vaccinated his babies timely, they are not suffering from those diseases. 

a) What is the full name of UNFPA?  

b) What is the need of establishing regional cooperation?  

c) Where is the Headquarter of the mentioned Organization in the stem? Explain their main activities. 

d) “Naturally this organization has major role in the development of public health in Bangladesh”---------

--Analyze the sentence. 

 Solve creative question from book. 
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